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QUESTION: 99
 
How do you add line numbers within the script editors view?
 

A.   use a third party plug-in because this option is not available within the tools interface 
B.   download the latest version of the plug-in 
C. select the option under the main menu > Window > Preferences > Debug 
D. select the option under the main menu > Window > Preferences > Editor 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 100 
When you set break points, why does the script not stop at the break points and switch over to the 
debug perspective? 

A. This is a known eclipse bug in version 6.1 and has been corrected in the latest release or last 
interim fix 
B. The break point has already been recognized by the JVM and the break point needs to be 
toggled 
C. Either the icon or debug functional tester script was not invoked or the shift + F11 menu 
option was not invoked 
D. The debug perspective is not listed as an available perspective when trying to debug a script 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 101
 
In which situation is it best to use the Browser Enablement Diagnostic tool?
 

A. when the web browser does not launch when invoked through Functional Tester 
B.   when testers are trying to determine if their web browsers are compatible with Functional 
Tester 
C. when Functional Tester is in the recording process and no HTML objects are being recognized 
D. when Functional Tester is not able to launch the viewlet comparator on the HTML log 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 102
 
Which branches under Preferences contain specific settings to enable the ClearCase integration?
 

A. Workbench and Test 
B.   Functional Test and Run/Debug 
C. Workbench and Team 
D. Plug-in Development and Functional Test 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 103
 
A recording is started by:
 

A.   Entering script_record on the command line 
B.   creating a script and then pressing the record button in the RFT application 
C. starting the application under test 
D. Starting RFT 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 104
 
How do you start the application under test?
 

A. use the Windows Start menu 
B.   simply begin recording 
C. open a command line and start the application by typing its name 
D. click the Start Application button on the recording toolbar 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 105
 
How do you stop recording?
 

A.   click the Stop Recording button on the recording toolbar 
B.   end the application under test 
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C. close RFT 
D. close the recording monitor 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 106 
While recording a script, the recording monitor _____. 

A. appears at the conclusion of recording 
B.  is only displayed on the toolbar 
C. does not appear 
D. displays a message for each action 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 107
 
What can you use to select an object as a verification point?
 

A. the object finder, the object picker, or the object browser 
B.   the main object browser, the test object browser, or the extra object browser 
C. the object finder, the test object browser, or the delay method 
D. the delay method, the scripting method, or the pointer method 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 108
 
What can be tested when recording a verification point?
 

A. an objects data only 
B.   an objects data or properties only 
C. whether or not the object is working 
D. an objects data, properties, or existence 

Answer: D 
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